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1.

Introduction
The particle accelerators at the Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory are potent sources of radiation.

Serious injury

could result from accidental exposure to their primary or
secondary particle beams.
Safety systems and operational procedures at our
accelerators are designed to protect individuals from
accidents.

All employees and Laboratory visitors working at our

acccelerators are required to be familiar with the appropriate
safety systems. (1-5)
It is essential that vigilance be maintained.

In recent

years almost half of the serious radiation incidents reported by
USDOE and its predecessors have occurred at particle
accelerators.

At LBL the accelerator beams are generally well

confined and shielded, and small in cross sectional area.

Thus

the possibility of a lethal whole-body exposure is remote.
Severe radiation injury may result, however, to limited regions
of the body if exposed to particle beams.

Examples of such

injury might be localized tissue damage or the development of
cataracts of the lens of the eye.
Prepared for the
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Several LBL accelerators are capable of causing such injuries.
In the event of an exposure to primary or secondary beams, there
will be induced activity in the body that often can be used to
provide a dose estimate.
The Health Physics Group can, if desired, monitor the
radioactivity induced in personnel who may have been exposed to
particle beams from the Bevatron, l84-Inch Cyclotron,
SuperHILAC, or 88-Inch Cyclotron.

Possible beam exposures may

be confirmed and estimates of the dose equivalent may be
obtained, down to exposures of a few rem in optimum
circumstances.

If this service is required, rapid action must

be taken because the radionuclides induced in tissue
(principally llC) have quite short halflives.

Longer halflife

activation products may be analyzed, but with a proportionate
loss of sensitivity to low doses.

2.

Procedure to follow in possible accidental beam exposure
In most cases the possibility of overexposure will be

surmised by the victim, his or her colleagues, or the
accelerator operator within a short time of the suspected
incident.

When an exposure is suspected, the steps listed below

should be followed.
a.

First, call the health physicist (see Appendix A).

A

list of health physicists isavilable in each
accelerator control room.

If the first person listed

is unavailable, continue working through the list until
a health physicist is contacted.
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Do not disturb any equipment or settings, as it will be
necessary to re-enact the circumstances of the exposure to
establish an estimate of the dose received.

[See also Appendix

D, Preservation of a Serious (Type A) Accident.]
b.

The health physicist contacted will assess the
situation.

c.

The health physicist should then call Dr. H. Stauffer,
or Dr. L. Snow of the Medical Department.

(If neither

is available, he should call through the list of
physicians given in Appendix B.)
d.

If the physician desires the dosimetry service of the
Health Physics Group, then the patient may be taken to
building 72, where induced activity will be counted,
using a portable counter in the low level activity room
(see Figs. I and 2).

If radionuclides having longer

halflives than llc (20 min) are to be analyzed,
arrangements should be made at the Donner Laboratory
Whole Body Counter.
This measurement, together with a knowledge of the beam type
and estimate of the time at which the exposure occurred,
will enable. a preliminary dose assessment to be made.

This

information will be conveyed to the physician who will
consult with the patient.

In general, the patient should

not expect to get his or her dose estimate directly from the
health physicist.
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e.

Upper and lower bounds on the dose estimate can often
be obtained through cytological studies which must be
arranged through the Medical Department.

For a check list of procedures that should be followed, see
Appendix c.

The Health Physics Group has developed a method by which an
estimate can be made of the dose received by an individual
accidently exposed to a particle accelerator beam.(6)

The

estimate is based on the measurement of the gross induced
activities, primarily llc, resulting from nuclear
interactions of the particle beam with the body tissues of the
exposed individual.
The activities are measured with a portable 3 inch diameter
x 3 inch NaI crystal y-ray scintillation detector (see fig.
1).

Both the crystal and phototube assembly are housed in a

1/16 in.-thick stainless steel canister.

The canister excludes

electrons of energy less than about 2.8 MeV and the
discriminator threshold is set at a photon energy of
The portable detector is extremely simple to use.

~100

keV.

It is

operated by a 5-position range-change switch; one for off and
four full-scale counting ranges of 25, 500, 5000, and 10,000
counts per second.
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The normal background inside the building 72 Low Background
Facility is 14 - 19 c/sec (to be compared with
outside the facility).

~lOO

c/sec

In the position used for measurement of

suspected whole-body exposure, the instrument background
reading is about 18 - 23 c/sec (elevated from the general
background by the presence of the natural 40 K content of the
patient).

For greatest sensitivity, these measurements should

be made in the Low Background Facility in building 72.(9)
When exposure of the trunk is suspected, the method of
examination is to place the portable NaI detector at midsection
of the exposed individual and note the increase in counting
rate caused by the patient.

Figure 2 shows the typical

position used for measurement.

If exposure of a limited region

of the body is suspected, (e.g., head or arm), the area exposed
is surveyed with the instrument until the maximum counting rate
is found.
If a significantly elevated counting rate is identified in
the patient, measurements should be continued at intervals of
about 5 minutes so that radioactive decay of the induced
activity may be followed.

[Because the principal contribution

will be from lIe (halflife 20 minutes), measurement over a
total time of 30 minutes will usually be sufficient.]
During these measurements the detector calibration should
be checked with a standard source of natural uranium.

With the

standard source placed directly at the end of the instrument,
the counting rate should be 1800 - 1900 c/sec. These should be
recorded for use in dose determination.
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The standard source is stored in room 11S, building 72.
Tests of the system using tissue equivalent phantoms have
shown that the dose may be estimated within a factor of two,
independent of the part of the body exposed, the beam size (in
the area range 6 - Sl cm 2 ), particle type (protons,

TI±

mesons, neutrons), and beam energy (for energies from 730 MeV
to ~6 Gev).(6)

Under optimum conditions an absorbed dose of

a few rads «5) may be detected.
Calibrations of the detector using phantoms have been
performed for a variety of irradiation conditions by Miller and
patterson.(6)

For particle beams in the energy range 730 MeV

to 6 GeV, they have shown that the use of a conversion factor
of l4.S c/sec per rad 30 minutes after exposure gave an
estimate of absorbed dose to within a factor of

~2.

This is

independent of beam composition, beam size, or whether the
torso or a limb is irradiated.

If, as is usually the case,

certain beam and exposure information is known, then the
absorbed dose estimate can be made more accurately.
important requirements of the technique are:

The

(1) examination

(measurement of the induced activity) of the irradiated
individual as soon as possible (within
exposure occurrence and

~30

minutes) after the

(2) measurement of the induced

activity, which must be made in a very low and constant
background area.
Table I summarizes calibrations of the sensitivity for a
variety of exposures.

I
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Details are given in the original reference. (6)

It is

expected that the sensitivity of the detector in the energy
range 200 - 700 MeV would be similar to that for particle beams
of energy greater than 700 MeV.

For particle beams of energy

less than 200 MeV, the sensitivity will be somewhat lower.
It is important to stress that this dose-estimating
technique does not, in any way, preclude a carefully performed
beam survey and dose estimate when an accidental exposure to a
beam occurs.

The technique is intended to do only the

following:
a..

Determine whether an exposure has occurred.

b.

If an exposure has occurred, establish the dose within
a factor of 2.

c.

Supply preliminary information concerning the course
of action to be taken if the exposure has occurred.
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Table I.

Phantom exposure and dose sensitivity summary
(from Miller and Patterson).

Phantom

Particle

Arm
Arm
Arm

p+
p+
n+
p+

Neutron
Torso

n+
p+

Neutron
Torso

n+
p+

Neutron
Torso

n+

Neutron

Energy

50 MeV
730 MeV
1.37 GeV
830 MeV
400 MeV

Total dose
to phantom

Dose sensitivity
at 30 min
after exposure

(rad)

(c/sec/25 rad)

9040
34.1
0.434

40.7
436
363

± 6.4
± 21
± 19

1.37 GeV
830 MeV
400 MeV

1.59

784

± 28

1.37 GeV
830 MeV
400 MeV

0.565

708.6

± 26.6

1.37 GeV
400 MeV

0.389

449

± 21

Arm

p+

5 GeV

1654

167.8

± 12.9

Torso·

p+

5 GeV

3777

207

± 14.4

Arm

p+

6 GeV

187

226

± 15
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Appendix A.

Health Physics call list for accelerator radiation
monitoring.

Name

Lab
Phone

Home
Phone

William L. Everette

5575

171-934-9537

2087 Magnolia Way
Walnut Creek

Theodore M. deCastro

5251

172-581-8882

18841 Vineyard Rd.
Castro Valley

N. Anthony Greenhouse

5251

9-451-4858

788 McKinley Ave.
Oakland

Joseph B. McCaslin

5251

171-689-5425

4885 Fedsco Court
Concord

Address
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Appendix C.
1.

Check 'list for a suspected beam exposure.

Survey individual for induced activitYi* do not disturb
equipment or settings.

2.

Get the following information:
a.

When did suspected exposure occur?

b.

Location at time of exposure.
,

Did it occur in a cave

or a beam line?
c.

Duration of exposure.

d.

Machine running conditions.

What was the target, the

energy, the type of beam, and the current?
e.

Operators of accelerator at the time.

f.

Names of persons with the individual.

g.

Times and distances involved in exposure or operation
causing the exposure.

Notify Environmental Health and Safety Department, Medical
Services, and Director's Office.
3.

Was there an equipment failure?

Do not allow operation

until review reveals that equipment can be operated without
further hazard.
4.

Health Physics Group will collect and process personnel
dosimeters, i.e., film badges, TLD's or possibly other
activated materials that can be used for dosimetric purposes.

*Because time is an important consideration when activity with a
20 minute halflife is to be measured, the health physicist may
elect to make this measurement immediately.
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Appendix D.

Preservation of scene of serious (Type A) accident.

DOE requires that the scene of a serious (Type A) accident
be preserved to the greatest extent possible until a DOE
investigating team has reviewed the scene.
A Type ftAft accident is one in which there is:
1.

Any fatal or imminently fatal injury or occupational
illness involving a DOE or DOE contractor employee or a
member of the public due to an accident or fireassociated with a DOE or DOE contractor operation.

2.

Any other disabling injury or occupational illness of
five or more persons as a result of one occurrence in a
DOE or DOE contractor operation.

3.

Estimated loss or damage to DOE or other

prop~rty

amounting to $100,000 or more or estimated costs of
$100,000 or more required for cleaning (including
decontamination), renovating, replacing, or
rehabilitating structures, equipment, or property.
4.

Severe radiation exposures.

DOE regulations require that in any of the above situations,
the following action must be taken:
1.

Secure the accident scene, mobile or fixed, to preclude
disturbance or alteration by anyone until the DOE
•

investigation team has reviewed the scene.
2.

Prevent equipment or articles involved in the accident
from being operated, moved, or otherwise altered,
except as essential to rescue action, until the DOE
investigation team has made its examination.
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(It may be necessary to impound equipment or articles
until the examination can be initiated.)
3.

Photograph (color) the accident scene; equipment
involved in the accident, e.g., motor vehicles,
ladders, tools, shipping containers, etc.; and
transient evidence such as pool of liquid, spilled
material, tire marks, etc., immediately following the
notification of the accident.

(Care should be

exercised to avoid disturbance of the accident scene by
the photographers.)
If there is question of whether the incident should be
treated as a Type A accident, the scene is to be preserved until
Laboratory management makes an official determination.

In such

an event, one or more of the following shall be called:
l.

D. A. Shirley

2.

E. K. Hyde

3.

W. D. Hartsough

4.

G. L. Pappas

5.

R. H. Thomas

6.

J. Young

In the event of a known Type A accident, one or more of the
above people are to be notified as soon as possible.
The Laboratory Director has sent a memorandum to all
employees informing them of the subject requirement.

Building

Managers should see to it that this requirement becomes a part
of their emergency plans.

Fig . 1.

Fig. 2.

Portable NaT survey instnunent. XBB 745-2978

Measurement of induced activity in patient. XBB 748-5777
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